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About this training material

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial
4.0 International License.

If not otherwise declared, illustrations by The Noun Project, Coco Material, 
Jørgen Stamp and Patrick Hochstenbach

Training material prepared in collaboration with Dr. Ana Petrus.

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
https://thenounproject.com/
https://cocomaterial.com/
https://digitalbevaring.dk/
https://hochstenbach.wordpress.com/
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A general introduction to 

• Research Data Management

• FAIR Principles

• Data Management Plans

This session will be customised 
according to your wishes and needs J

Today’s Plan
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Let’s get to know each other…

q NAME:..................................................
.........

q ROLE:..................................................
.....

q DATA VOLUME:.............................................

q DATA FORMATS:..........................................

q DATA MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES:

...................................................
....................

...................................................
....................

...................................................
....................

...................................................
....................

Madeleine Carpenter

Film director

Sharing film scenes

Avoiding alien pirates

> 120 TB

.raw, .avi, .flac
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Let’s get started on Research Data Management (RDM)…
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RDM in a nutshell

“…retrieve what you did 
[several] years ago 
and recover it […] 
in an immediately reusable manner”

Henry Rzepa, Professor of Computational Chemistry, Imperial College London
https://youtu.be/Ae205CNrk6w?t=116

RDM accompanies the research process from initial planning 
to archiving, subsequent use or deletion of the data.

Kindling, M. et al. (2013) http://libreas.eu/ausgabe23/07kindling/

https://youtu.be/Ae205CNrk6w?t=116
http://libreas.eu/ausgabe23/07kindling/
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Your definitions:
• Results
• Input
• Observations
• Samples
• Material
• Audio Files
• Images
• Video Files
• Text Files
• Documents

What does «data» mean for you?



Research Data Definitions
OECD
“factual records (numerical scores, 
textual records, images and sounds) 
used as primary sources for scientific 
research, and that are commonly 
accepted in the scientific community 
as necessary to validate research 
findings.”

European Commission
Horizon 2020
“Digital research data is information 
in digital form (in particular facts or 
numbers), collected to be examined 
and used as a basis for reasoning, 
discussion or calculation; this 
includes statistics, results of 
experiments, measurements, 
observations resulting from fieldwork, 
survey results, interview recordings 
and images.”

SNFS
“Research data is collected, observed 
or generated factual material that is 
commonly accepted in the scientific 
community as necessary to document 
and validate research findings”

Research Data by 
Forschungsdaten.org
“depending on the subject context, 
(digital) data that are the subject of a 
research process, are created 
during a research process, or are 
its result.”

Australian Research Data 
Commons / Monash
University

The data, records, files or other 
evidence, irrespective of their content 
or form (e.g. in print, digital, physical 
or other forms), that comprise 
research observations, findings or 
outcomes, including primary materials 
and analysed data.
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General life cycle of (research) data

Planning
research

Collecting data

Processing and 
Analysing data

Publishing and 
sharing data

Preserving data

Re-using data

• Independent of research disciplines

• However, the methods used in each 
step can and do differ.

• Research data management (RDM) 
happens along the entire life cycle of 
data.

• The foundations for meaningful RDM 
should be laid early in projects.

UK Data Archive Data Lifecycle Model
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The life cycle of 
research data 
follows the cycle 
of scientific work 
itself.
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In the second part
of today’s workshop, 
you’ll have the opportunity
to start working on your own 
data management plan.

But first, let’s learn the basics, 
necessary to understand it.
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FAIR principles – simplified

Wilkinson, M., Dumontier, M., Aalbersberg, I. et al. The FAIR Guiding Principles for scientific data management and stewardship. Sci Data 3, 160018 (2016). https://doi.org/10.1038/sdata.2016.18

https://doi.org/10.1038/sdata.2016.18


FAIR Principles
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F indable
Data and metadata are easy to 
find by both humans & computers.

• Use metadata
• Deposit (meta)data in repository/registry
• Assign a persistent identifier (eg., DOI, ORCiD, URN)

A ccessible
Machines & humans can readily 
access or download (meta)data.

• As-open-as-possible access to your data (licensing, …) 
• Services with user-friendly interfaces
• Make the metadata available after data deletion

I nteroperable
Data from different datasets are 
ready to be exchanged or 
combined.

• Use open file format(s), whenever possible
• Use standardized vocabularies/tags
• Use cross-linking as much as possible

R eusable
(Meta)data are easily replicated / 
combined in future research.

• Attach standardized license to your data (CC, GPL, …)
• Capture provenance information as precisely as possible

https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles

Are seen as a base for DMPs by research funders (SNSF, Horizon Europe, etc.)

https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles
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FINDABLE – simplified
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ACCESSIBLE
Example

Is this code accessible? YES
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• Protected and private data can be FAIR!

• Access can:
• Be open – to all
• Shared or restricted – only a specific group of individuals has access
• Closed – only the owner of the data has access

à FAIR Principle A1.2: “protocol allows for authentication and authorisation”

Attention! FAIR ≠ Open
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Are .m4a audio files (by Apple) 
interoperable?

INTEROPERABLE - Example

No, they have to be converted to other 
formats or need special codecs to be played 
on other operating system.
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Provenance and access rights mostly obscure.

ß Reliable source with clear copyright
https://www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/en/home/statistics/ca
talogues-databases.assetdetail.px-x-
2105000000_217.html

REUSABLE – simplified

https://www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/en/home/statistics/catalogues-databases.assetdetail.px-x-2105000000_217.html
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Machine-Actionability – underlies all FAIR Principles 

Definitions:

• «the capacity of computational systems to find, access, interoperate, and reuse data with none or 
minimal human intervention» https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/

• «information that is structured in a consistent way so that machines, or computers, can be 
programmed against the structure» https://ddialliance.org/taxonomy/term/198

https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/
https://ddialliance.org/taxonomy/term/198
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Machine-Actionability – Example 

https://5stardata.info/en/examples/gtd-5

not machine-actionable machine-actionable

https://5stardata.info/en/examples/gtd-5


Exercises: FAIRness Self-Assessment

2. Assessment: how FAIR are your 
datasets?

https://ardc.edu.au/resources/aboutdata/f
air-data/fair-self-assessment-tool/

1. Discussion: how FAIR are your lab’s practices?

20

https://ardc.edu.au/resources/aboutdata/fair-data/fair-self-assessment-tool/
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«Project Manager»
à Senior researchers
à Project managers
à Professors

are responsible for…
• Functioning data management in the project

• Delegation to designated data manager if 
needed

• Training of team members on data 
management and rules

• Compliance with rules
• Transparent communication

«Project Associate»
à Mostly younger researchers or students
à But also senior researchers

are responsible for…
• Clean documentation and ensure reproducibility
• Participating in training on data management and 

rules
• Compliance with rules
• Transparent communication

Good scientific practice regarding responsibilities
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And now back to the data management plan…
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A short plan which is written at the beginning of a project, and adjusted
during a project, and defines:

• What data will be collected/created

• How the data will be documented and described

• Where and how the data will be saved
• Who is responsible for data security and backup

• What data will be shared
• How the data will be shared
• Which data will be stored for the long term

Taking FAIR Principles into account (more on this in a moment)

What is a data management plan?



• Plan: future needs (material, software, HR, ...)

• Science: impact, better reproducibility, posterity

• Data reuse: better use of public funds

• Openness: social impact, transparency, accountability

• Visibility: citations, collaborations, career

• Compliancy: respect laws, get funds (SNSF, EC, ...)

• Efficiency: ROI for your lab and beyond 

• Modernity: world scale digital research, big data

Why a Data Management Plan (DMP)?



Funders require Data Management Plans
Horizon 2020 and Horizon Europe

• The biggest EU research programmes (2014-2020 and 2021-2027)
• The preparation of a DMP is mandatory to receive research funding (Art. 16) 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-
2027/horizon/guidance/programme-guide_horizon_en.pdf

• The research data is open by default, while allowing opt-outs.

SNSF
• Submission of DMPs is mandatory for grant applications since October 2017.
• Researchers must share (at least) the data underlying their publications, to assure 

reproducibility. https://www.snf.ch/en/FAiWVH4WvpKvohw9/topic/research-policies

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/horizon/guidance/programme-guide_horizon_en.pdf
https://www.snf.ch/en/FAiWVH4WvpKvohw9/topic/research-policies


mySNF

Contents of a DMP as 
required by the Swiss 
National Science 
Foundation
https://www.snf.ch/SiteC
ollectionDocuments/DM
P_content_mySNF-
form_en.pdf

https://www.snf.ch/SiteCollectionDocuments/DMP_content_mySNF-form_en.pdf


Step-by-step guidance by the ETH and EPFL libraries on how to fill out a SNSF Data Management Plan –
including examples https://www.dlcm.ch/download_file/force/77/371

RDM Guides and Templates by the EPFL Library
https://www.epfl.ch/campus/library/services-researchers/rdm-guides-templates/

Research Data Support at ETH Zurich
https://ethz.ch/services/en/service/a-to-z/research-data.html

University of Basel RDM portal
https://researchdata.unibas.ch/en/

Example DMPs and guidance
https://www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/data-management-plans/guidance-examples

Tools to help you fill out a DMP

https://www.dlcm.ch/download_file/force/77/371
https://www.epfl.ch/campus/library/services-researchers/rdm-guides-templates/
https://ethz.ch/services/en/service/a-to-z/research-data.html
https://researchdata.unibas.ch/en/
https://www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/data-management-plans/guidance-examples
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DMP Support Service at the University of Zurich (UZH)

§ https://www.ub.uzh.ch/de/unterstuetzung-erhalten/tutorials/forschungsdaten-management/data-management-
plan-schreiben.html

§ https://tube.switch.ch/videos/ALua5AKnW0
§ DMP-Review
«Sie sind unsicher, ob Ihr DMP genügt? Unser Team Open Science Services gibt Ihnen gerne Feedback. 
Kommen Sie persönlich vorbei oder senden Sie Ihren DMP-Entwurf an data@ub.uzh.ch»

Researchers from ETH / EPFL / WSL / SLF / PMOD (if connected to an ETH-project)
EPFL and ETH Libraries offers a free service for its members to review your DMP on its compliance with the 
funders’ guidelines before your submission! See:
• https://www.epfl.ch/campus/library/services-researchers/rdm-support-advice/
• https://library.ethz.ch/en/publishing-and-archiving/data-management-and-policies/research-data-

management/data-management-planning.html

Who to contact for help?

https://www.ub.uzh.ch/de/unterstuetzung-erhalten/tutorials/forschungsdaten-management/data-management-plan-schreiben.html
https://tube.switch.ch/videos/ALua5AKnW0
mailto:data@ub.uzh.ch
https://www.epfl.ch/campus/library/services-researchers/rdm-support-advice/
https://library.ethz.ch/en/publishing-and-archiving/data-management-and-policies/research-data-management/data-management-planning.html


Exercise: Kickoff your DMP

Download the SNSF DMP template:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1j6MVcH_nOa7GKy6RVYAmossx_N2eRootSSLhHGSSSaQ/edit?usp=sharing

Start drafting the DMP for your current project. You can start at whatever chapter you want. 
Use the following document to guide you https://www.dlcm.ch/download_file/force/77/371
Don’t take longer than 30 minutes, you can leave fields empty. Feel free to «think aloud» in writing.

Please send your DMP by Friday July 15 to me via email.

Additional resources to create your DMP: DMP Online

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1j6MVcH_nOa7GKy6RVYAmossx_N2eRootSSLhHGSSSaQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.dlcm.ch/download_file/force/77/371
mailto:aude.baxdekeating@swissuniversities.ch
https://dmponline.dcc.ac.uk/
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Quick feedback on today’s workshop J
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Thank you very much for your attention!
Vielen Dank für Ihre Aufmerksamkeit!
Grazia fitg per l'attenziun!
Grazie per l'attenzione!


